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Silo Web Isolation Platform
In today’s “perimeter-less” and web-first world, the browser
has become the most critical application across the workforce,
forcing organizations to accept it as-is. But it’s also IT’s
greatest liability.
Accessing business apps and cloud data, visiting untrusted
websites for business-need or otherwise — it all happens over
standard browsers that traditional perimeter security tools and
even new architectures like SASE don’t fully cover.
This creates a blindspot for administrators precisely where
most work gets done. And with the proliferation of remote
work, third-party access and BYOD-enabled users, this
problem only continues to grow.

Protect your most critical web activities
The Silo Web Isolation Platform is a 100% cloud-delivered web browsing service designed to protect your most valuable
or risky web activities. By inserting Silo’s zero-trust security layer into web workflows, you eliminate risk by isolating
exploits, enforcing policies based on context and exercising oversight across any user, device, network and application.
Organizations worldwide use the Silo Web Isolation Platform to:
• Conduct anonymous online research
• Provide zero-trust application access
• Enable secure web access

Authentic8’s mission is to enable anyone, anywhere, on any device to experience
the web without risk. The world’s most at-risk organizations rely on Silo to deliver
trust where it otherwise cannot be guaranteed.
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Silo for Research
Silo for Research is a purpose-built solution for
conducting online research without exposing analysts’
digital fingerprint. Enable safe pursuit of investigations
across the surface, deep or dark web from a cloudbased browsing interface and managed research
network. Silo for Research lets analysts control how they
appear online, and improves research efficiency with
an integrated suite of productivity tools and centralized
access to external applications.

Zero-trust application access
Silo delivers a simple cloud solution to enable access
to critical business applications. Safely enable remote
workers, third-parties and BYOD employees by enforcing
access and data transfer policies across any user, device,
network and application. Apply conditional or “always
on” protection based on real-time context and centralize
visibility and audit.

Secure web access
As a cloud-delivered isolation environment, Silo is
designed to prevent browsing, email links and user
actions from compromising corporate data. Securely
enable access to untrusted web resources by enforcing
access and data transfer policies to eliminate risk. Insert
protection and visibility as needed with Silo’s flexible
deployment options: seamlessly integrate with existing
security infrastructure or as a purpose-built secure
enterprise browser.
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Our certifications

customers worldwide, including
all levels of government and
commercial enterprises from
every industry

security framework certifications,
anchored by FedRAMP, NIST and
ISO regulations

isolation from all web code,
regardless of device or network

secure sessions delivered each
month without exploit, breach,
data leak or identity exposure

secure and anonymous page views
since launching Silo

web isolation U.S. patents
granted: federated identity,
user/group policies, attribution
management, API integration

data loss events or identity leaks in
ten years of operation

Silo by Authentic8 separates the things you care about like apps, data and devices from the things you
can’t trust like external websites, users and unmanaged devices. With a cloud-native platform, full isolation
and complete policy and audit control, Silo enables full use of the web without risk of exploit, data leak or
resource misuse.
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